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Contents

In the Niagara Peninsula study area, southern Ontario, high-resolution multicomponent seismic data have been collected and processed for compressional (P-) and shear (S-) wave reflection analysis. The data were obtained using a vibratory source/landstreamer data acquisition system in two field programs carried out in 2015 and 2016.  

The data sets consist in:
-Appendix 2: JPEG files plots of the seismic sections
-Appendix 3: SEGY depth seismic digital files, TXT UTM co-ordinates of the seismic section and CSV excel sheet velocity files
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Appendix_2
  Individual_Sections_JPEG
      Line	File name
  
      2015
      Bell Rd.	Plate 1 Bell.jpg
      Foss Rd.	Plate 2 Foss.jpg
      Morris Rd.	Plate 3 Morris.jpg

      2016
      Fonthill	Plate 4 Fonthill.jpg
      Norfolk	Plate 5 Norfolk.jpg

Appendix_3 
   Coordinates
       Bell 2015
	BELL.TXT
       Foss 2015
	FOSS_A.TXT
	FOSS_B.TXT
       Morris 2015
	MORRIS_A.TXT
	MORRIS_B.TXT
       Fonthill 2016
	CN1.TXT
	CN2.TXT
	CN3.TXT
	CN4.TXT
	TIC.TXT
	CR1.TXT
	CR2.TXT
      Norfolk 2016
	TN1.TXT
TN2.TXT
TN3.TXT
WIND1.TXT
WIND2.TXT

   SEGY_digital_data
       Bell 2015
	Bell_dp.SGY
	Bell_ds.SGY
       Foss 2015
	FossA_dp.SGY
	FossA_ds.SGY
	FossB_dp.SGY
	FossB_ds.SGY
       Morris 2015
	MorrisA_dp.SGY
	MorrisA_ds.SGY
	MorrisB_dp.SGY
	MorrisB_ds.SGY

       Fonthill 2016
	CN1_dP.sgy
	CN1_dS.sgy
	CN2_dP.sgy
	CN2_dS.sgy
	CN3_dP.sgy
	CN3_dS.sgy
	CN4_dP.sgy
	CN4_dS.sgy
	TIC_dP.sgy
	TIC_dS.sgy
	CR1_dP.sgy
	CR1_dS.sgy
	CR2_dP.sgy
	CR2_dS.sgy
      Norfolk 2016
	TN1_dP.sgy
TN1_dS.sgy
TN2_dP.sgy
TN2_dS.sgy
TN3_dP.sgy
TN3_dS.sgy
W1_dP.sgy
W1_dS.sgy
W2_dP.sgy
W2_dS.sgy
 
   Velocities
       Bell 2015
	Bell_Pvel.csv
	Bell_Svel.csv
       Foss 2015
	FossA_Pvel.csv
	FossA_Svel.csv
	FossB_Pvel.csv
	FossB_Svel.csv
       Morris 2015
	MorrisA_Pvel.csv
	MorrisA_Svel.csv
	MorrisB_Pvel.csv
	MorrisB_Svel.csv
       Fonthill 2016
	CN1_Pvel.csv
	CN1_Svel.csv
	CN2_Pvel.csv
	CN2_Svel.csv
	CN3_Pvel.csv
	CN3_Svel.csv
	CN4_Pvel.csv
	CN4_Svel.csv
	Tice_Pvel.csv
	Tice_Svel.csv
	CR1_Pvel.csv
	CR1_Svel.csv
	CR2_Pvel.csv
	CR2_Svel.csv
      Norfolk 2016
	TN1_Pvel.csv
TN1_Svel.csv
TN2_Pvel.csv
TN2_Svel.csv
TN3_Pvel.csv
TN3_Svel.csv
WIND1_Pvel.csv
WIND1_Svel.csv
WIND2_Pvel.csv
WIND2_Svel.csv
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